Possible NHD Exhibit Creation Programs
*This list is not comprehensive. You can use any program
or platform that meets your needs. We recommend Google
Draw, because it is free, collaboration is easy, and we have
created a template for you.*

FREE PROGRAMS
Pro

Con
Google Draw
Must have Google account

Free
THD will provide template
Collaboration is easy for anyone with a Google
account
Easy to save as pdf
Recommended program
Size can be set to 74” W x 72” H
Google Slides
Free
Must have Google account
Collaboration is easy for anyone with a Google
Text can be difficult to see
account
Photo resolution can be poor
Easy to save as pdf
Shifting from PowerPoint to Google Slides can
Size can be set to 74” W x 72” H
affect fonts
PowerPoint
Text can be difficult to see
Photo resolution can be poor
Must upload to OneDrive or SharePoint Online for
collaboration
Fonts and formatting are not always compatible
with Google Slides, if PowerPoint is uploaded to
Google Drive
Maximum size is 56” x 56”
Canva
Free
Must create account
Text is easily read without enlarging
Pages can be resized with a paid account
Collaborators can edit
Created for commercial use
Easy to save as pdf
Must upgrade for full range of options
Maximum page size is limited to 45” x 60”
Adobe Spark
Free
Must create account
Text is easily read without enlarging
All downloads are as jpegs. You must then convert
Collaborators can edit, but not at the same time
to pdf
Some limitations on sizing and resizing shapes
Pages can be resized
Must upgrade for full range of options
Created for educational use
Maximum page size is 20” x 20”
Part of Microsoft suite of programs
Easy to save as pdf
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PROGRAMS FOR PURCHASE
Pro

Con
Adobe Photoshop
If you already has the software and the skills, this
Expensive
could be a good option
Requires a great deal of skill
Collaboration seems to be a bit more involved that
with the other programs
Adobe InDesign
If you already have the software and the skills, this Expensive
could be a good option
Requires a great deal of skill
Collaboration may require a plugin

